Application - Aerospace Engineering Lab Associates Program
If interested print, complete, and submit this form in Wallace Hall room 200.

Name:

Date:

MyWSU:

Email Address:

Major:

Status (circle one): graduate senior junior sophomore freshman

WSU GPA:

AE Core Course Experience (if taken, note final grade):
AE 223 -
AE 324 -
AE 333 -
AE 373 -

Approximate Availability to Participate in AE-LAP program (hours per week):

Explain, in the space below, why you are responsible, reliable, and appropriate for AE-LAP membership:

Sign your full name below acknowledging you understand the following: if selected to serve as an AE-LAP member you:

• Commit to reliably and properly working in the lab a few hours a week
• Commit to learning proper equipment operation and lab procedures
• Commit to monitoring and helping other AE students working in the lab
• Commit to watching after the safety of people and all lab resources
• Commit to being responsible for the lab

Furthermore, you understand (if selected) you:

• Can be dismissed from the AE-LAP program for failures in any of the above areas
• Can be advanced within the AE-LAP program for excelling in meeting duties and responsibilities

Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: _______________

(Signing indicates you understand all bulleted items noted above.)